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I fntroduction
In vrorks on phonological (and phonetfc) theory of more

recent date the notl-on of markedness is often referred to as an
important phenomenon. In general, different v¡riters do not
agree in detail on what this notion is taken to mean - never-
theless, certain characteristics are most often connected to
one of the series of the opposltional pairs as opposed to the
other. The marked members of such opposltfonal pairs are by
rnost investigators said to be l) more complex, 2) absent in
positions where only one of the members occurs, 3) less fre-
quent - both in a given text of a gfven language and in the
phoneme systems of the languaçes of the vrorld. Examples are
numerous and probably vrell kno\"rn to the readers, so f sha1l
lj-mit myself to menti.on only an extreme ones If a language has
two series of stops: one produced wlth egressive aLrstream (A),
and another produced with ingressive afrstream (B), then the
(B)-series is considered to be t.he marked one. frtembers of this
serj-es are more complex, absent in positions of neutralization,
and found only in a few of the worldrs languages. There are
other instances, however, ¡¡here Ít is more dlfflcult to decide
v¡hether a given segment is to be characterized as narked or
unmarked. As an example it could be mentLoned that /s/ ís
generally described as unmarked compared to /c/, in spite of
the fact that the former is the nrore complex of the two segments
- at least from a phonetic polnt of view. Segments may be cate-
gorized as marked or unmarked depending upon the priorlty given
to the criteria chosen for categorization. For example, should
the criteria for categorization be language speciflc of uni-
versal, should they be based primarÍly on form or on substance?

2 First appearance of the notion intenslve/extensive '

If f,orm is chosen as the primary and most rellable aspect
of language, the name of Louls Hjelnslev comes inevitably to
mind. In his theory of language (glossematics) substance is
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almost completely neglected. Only formal phenomena (i.e. rela-
tÍons bet!.teen the elements of Language) are considered. In
Hjelmslevrs terminology the terms narked,/unmarked do not exist.
The glossematlc distinctlon which to some deqree corresponds to
marked/unmarked ls termed intensive,/extensive.

To get a deeper understanding of this notion it seems

relevant to qo back to the works v'here Hjelmslev lntroduced it,
viz. the book on case (1935) and his paper on linguistic rela-
tions in general (1933)1. It should be emphasized that in these
early works the notlon intenslve/extensive was used as a device
in the description of grammatlcal relations, and it was intro-
duced in the preglossematlc period.

According to HjelmsJ-ev, the description of case is always

related to one primary parameter or dimension, viz. direction-
ality¡ whlch can be represented schematically as follows:

+

closeness
0

rest or
neutralness

remoteness

or in graphical form as ln fig. 1:

+

o

Fiqure f. Graphical- representation of the directionality
dimension.

The term neutral (0 in the figure) may, hovrever, have the
following two interpretations: 1) a given case is termed 0 be-
cause it is neither + nor -, or 2) a case is termed 0 because

it is indifferently + or - or 0. Thus we are faced with a new

sort of opposition, the so-called participative opposition.
The "normaI" exc.lusive opposl-tlon (known from logics) is of the
form: A vs. anything but À. The partÍcipative opposition hâs

the following form: A vs. anything else (including A).

1) This paper was not published until 1973.
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Linguistic oppositions are, according to Hjelmslev, most
often participative and can be represented graphicalty as
follows:

tense
mood

number

adj ective
adj ective
noun

v
present
indicative
s lnqular

v
big
o1d

man

x
preterit
conj unctive
pluraI

x
littÌe
young

woman

(Danish)
(German)

(German)

(EngJ.ish)
(Eng1 ish )

(Enql ish)

vx

Fiqurg ?. Graphical representation of the participativeopposition. X is intensive and y is extensive.

In such oppositions x is called the intensive ¡nember (charac_
terized as preci-se and werl specified) r y is called the extensive
member (vague and unspecified) . In the field of grammar, ex_
amples of participative oppositions are numerous:

vs.
vs.
vs.

In the fiefd of semantics examples of participatÍon are easily
found, too:

vs
vs
vs

3 Phono logical applications
An exprÍcit application of the intensive/extensive distinc-

tion in the field of phonologlz is not found in the preglossematic
períod. I,Ihen it is used in the glossematic period, the point of
view has been changed in such a way that the formal rel-ations
implied by the distinction are used in "defining', (i.e. consti-
tuting) the singrle units (e.g. the uníts corresponding - more or
fess - to phonemes) . The terms intensive/extensive can nov¡ onLy
be used in instances of what is generarr.y catred neutrar-ization,
since it is only in such instances that it can be proved t.hat
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the extensive member covers the rvhole zone. As a phonol-ogical

example stop consonants in German may be pointed at. Because

of the neutralization in final position, p t k are described as

extensive, as opposed to b d g' which are intensive.
Basing our assumptions on the presentation in Hjelmslev

(Ig37 | 1948, 1951) , we now proceed- to the application of the

theory on real data. Parts of the French and Danish consonant

systems are taken as examP1es.

3.1 The French consonant system
The first step of the procedure is to estabfish the cate-

gori-es. on the basis of position in the syllable (including

ability to enter into clusters) the following 4 categories are

set up: 1) only initialr not in clusters,' 2) initial and

final, not in clusters, 3) initial and final, always vo\^tel ad-
jacent, 4) the rest. hle may focus on category 4 and, leaving
out (for the sake of si-mplicity) the problems of the horizontal
dimension, we find the following configuration (Hje1mslev,

1948):

o(

A

Figure 3
(Part of

Graphical representation of "category 4" (see text)
the French consonant system).

According to Hjelmslev, the lo\,¡er series (indicated by the
capital A) is the extensive one. If neutralizations are taken

into acÇount, however, it turns out that the t,/d and k,/g oppo-

èitions are neutralized under dominance of "liaison" and realized
as t and k, respectively. This ímplies (contrary to what

Hjelmslev indicates) that t and k are extensive. The opposition
f./v may equally be neutralized (at least in the word Ineuf')

under the dominance of "liaison" - implying (in agreement i^tith

what is indicated by Hjelmslev) that v is extensive. The ana-

lysis of Llne s/z opposition is simplifieil by Hjelmslev, since
for all instances of final, lat.ent s, he represends it as z in
the "underlying form". Thereby the neutralization of l-h,e s/z
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opposition uncer dominance of "1iaison" is eli-minated. However,
this procedure is problematic for adjectives ending in a final
fatent s, e.9. '1as', since such v¡ords in thej.r "underlying
form" should differ from the corresponding feminine form only
by the absence of a final schwa. The fast consonant pair to be
considered is p,/b for which pair there are no instances of neu-
trafization. There are, it is true, a few instances of 'rliaison,'
with latent p but none with a latent b. Consequently they
should be characterized as contensive. rf the critical remarks
and alternative propositÍons gíven above concerning the consonant
system are accepted, we may suggest the following modified
system:

Figure 4.Revised arrangement of "category 4". The contensive
b,/p opposition is shown separately.

3,2 The Danish consonant system
Another kind of problem turns up when an attempt is made

to apply the intensive/extensive distinction to the Danish con-
sonant system - such an analysis is made by Hjelmslev (f951) .

At first síght it might seem evident that the Danish stop
consonants fulfif the requirements for being categorized ac-
cording to the íntensive/extens.ive distinction because of the
neutralization in final position (and before schwa) . But the
distinction becomes inapplicable, because lijelmslev - in accord-
ance with his principle of "greatest possible reduction of the
inventory", vrhich is of prímary importance to him - reduces the
Danish stop consonant system from 6 to 3 "units" (plus 3

"units" consisting of stop + h). There may sti11 be said to
be neutrafization - not beth/een p t k and Þ 4 g but between
h and 0.
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Conc remarks
In conclusion the follôvling points can be made:

l-) An analysis based on the intensive,/extensive distinction
may give results different from those achieved by a "normal',
markedness analysis. 2) The benefit of employing the intensive,/
extensive distinction may be minimi_zed by the priority gÍven to
other procedures of analysis, e.g. reduction of the inventory.

FJ-nal1y, it may be hypothesized that one of the reasons
for the many problems involved in the analysis of the intensive,/
extensive parameter in the field of phonology is that phono-
logical oppositions are more often exclusive than participative.
I¡r the field of gr¿¡mmar the situation may r^¡elJ be the opposite.
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